Lazar, Vincent
• Jane Evans-Vilas Memorial
• Peggy Petersen Memorial
• Modesto Engineers Club

Leask, Sandra
• Sydney Gorrie Memorial for Respiratory Care
• Samuel Neal Briggs Memorial

Leeper, Jeremy
• Angelo Luchessa Memorial
• Young Farmers

Lopes, Sarah
• Olga Luchessa Memorial

Loza, Maria de Lourdes
• Evelyn Mayman Memorial

Macias, Elizabeth
• Jane Evans-Vilas Memorial

Maddox, Chelsea
• Young Farmers

Mahmood, Nadia
• Evelyn Mayman Memorial

Makurin, Krystyne
• Volunteers of Memorial Medical Center
• Caritas Nursing
• Marsh Memorial for Nursing

Martin, Nicholas
• Angelo Luchessa Memorial

Martinez, Cristian Osbaldio
• Carol Savage Memorial

Me Faddin, Morgan
• Herb & Norma Slack Memorial

Me Glothlin, Cheryl
• Dorothy Dudley Memorial
• Evelyn Mayman Memorial
• Katherine Read-Baker

Medeiros, Kara Jean
• William & Metta Mashek Memorial
• Dorothy Dudley Memorial
• The Les Knoles Scholarship

Medina, Gabriela
• Rebecca Youis Scholarship

Mendes, Jason
• Carol Savage Memorial

Mendoza, Cristina
• Volunteers of Memorial Medical Center
• Eichoff Nursing
• Stanislaus Voiture 653, 40 et 8 Nursing Fund

Migliazzo, Vincent
• Hal Carlton Dairy
• Floyd Leach Memorial Dairy Scholarship
• Angelo Luchessa Memorial

Mittag, Jennifer
• John Hannah Memorial
• Robert Mogus Memorial
• Modesto Institute for Continued Learning

Molina, Justine
• Eichoff Nursing
• Service League of Doctors Medical Center

Mondragon, Maria
• Dorothy Dudley Memorial
• Friends of Child Development

Morales, Garrett
• Dr. Robert & Virginia Beck Ag Scholarship
• Norman Ross Horticulture
• Young Farmers

Moran, Patricia
• Stanislaus County Commission for Women
• Evelyn Mayman Memorial

Nasher, Esmsa
• Edgar & Mae Kimball Scholarship

Nasher, Hazem S.
• Billy Jo Dickens Memorial
• American Legion Post 74 Law Enforcement

Neak, Sokbrom
• Eichoff Nursing
• Service League of Doctors Medical Center
• Stanislaus Voiture 653, 40 et 8 Nursing Fund

Nguyen, Angelique
• Carol Savage Memorial
• Gerald Caudle Alumni
• MAC Foundation President’s Award

Olsen, Jacob
• Angelo Luchessa Memorial
• Edward Leal Memorial
• Young Farmers
• Burchell Nursery Outstanding Student in Ag Leadership
• Dan & Luverne Donker Outstanding Sophomore

Orndoff, Nadia
• Eichoff Nursing
• Stanislaus Voiture 653, 40 et 8 Nursing Fund

Owensby, Ashley
• Ota Vlach Agriculture

Palacios, Liliana
• MAC Faculty Emeritus
• Desire & Eugenia Peron

Parra, Yanet
• Evelyn Mayman Memorial

Parson, Dustin
• Paul & Charlotte Couture Agriculture
• Angelo Luchessa Memorial

Perez, Armando
• Dorothy Dudley Memorial
• Katherine Read-Baker

Peters, Elena
• MAC Art Scholarship

Powers, Sue Marie
• Ida Bracco Memorial
• The Patterson Apricot Fiesta Scholarship
• MAC Faculty Emeritus
• Stanislaus County Commission for Women

Provan, Cierra
• Roy Johnson Ag Memorial
• Olga Luchessa Memorial
• Evelyn Mayman Memorial

Quevedo, Kyle J.
• Carol Savage Memorial
• Walter & Helen Crow Memorial
• Evelyn Mayman Memorial

Ramos, Jared
• Angelo Luchessa Memorial

Reagan, Jenica
• Olga Luchessa Memorial

Rhodes, Kierstan
• Hal Carlton Dairy

Rocha, Cameron
• Angelo Luchessa Memorial
• Romaine & Jane Stewart

Roshanmal, Susan
• Friends of Child Development

Rossetto, Marika
• Jim Morris Award

Russell, Jessica
• Olga Luchessa Memorial

Sadler, Kayla
• Glen & Ethel Bradshaw Poultry
• Olga Luchessa Memorial

Seaphan, Kenny
• Angelo Luchessa Memorial
• Louis C. De Boer Agriculture

Sahman, Jon Maxwell
• Jim Tai Kong

Sampson, Brian
• Dr. Robert & Virginia Beck Ag Scholarship
• Moreno Family Poultry

Sardella, Grant
• Earnest A. Tarone Memorial
• Angelo Luchessa Memorial

Schultz, Jeffrey
• Howard Huxtable Memorial
• Modesto Institute for Continued Learning

Schultz, Lucas
• Jane Evans-Vilas Memorial

Schuurman, Norman William
• Carol Savage Memorial
• Evelyn Mayman Memorial

Schwabauer, Brianne
• Van Egmond Family Agriculture Scholarship
• Olga Luchessa Memorial

Sedler, Kaylee
• Herb & Norma Slack Memorial
• E. Clampp Vitus Estanislao #58 Historical Foundation

Sheetz, Rebecca
• The Patterson Apricot Fiesta Scholarship
• Jim Tai Kong

Sherman, Alison
• Hal Carlton Dairy
• Floyd Leach Memorial Dairy Scholarship
• Olga Luchessa Memorial
• Young Farmers
• Burchell Nursery Outstanding Student in Ag Leadership
• Dan & Luverne Donker Outstanding Sophomore

Shirley, Lena
• Evelyn Mayman Memorial

Singh, Sarabjeeta
• Eichoff Nursing
• Service League of Doctors Medical Center
• Angela Luchessa Memorial

MJC Faculty Emeritus
• Desire & Eugenia Peron

Stanhope, Bart
• Carol Savage Memorial
• Evelyn Mayman Memorial
• Jim Morris Award

Sousa, Heath
• Angelo Luchessa Memorial

Stanhope, Bart
• Carol Savage Memorial
• Evelyn Mayman Memorial
• Jim Morris Award

Suarez, Daniel
• Ernest & Bertha Beedly Industrial Fire District

Suarez, Daniel
• Hal Carlton Dairy
• Floyd Leach Memorial Dairy Scholarship

Sullivan, Tammy
• Olga Luchessa Memorial

Swanson, Jonathan
• Olga Luchessa Memorial

Tahay, Angel
• Angela Luchessa Memorial

Taggart, Sarah
• Hal Carlton Dairy
• Floyd Leach Memorial Dairy Scholarship

Tanaka, Kayla
• Angela Luchessa Memorial

Torres, Andrea
• Olga Luchessa Memorial

Torres, Aneka
• Amanda White Memorial
• Lena & Jules Person Memorial
• Gladys Gagos-Crane Burke Music Scholarship

Trask, Amanda
• Blanca Lenae Fletcher Memorial

Traverse, Erish Christopher
• Evelyn Mayman Memorial

Tse, Phajikarn
• Foster Farms Inc.

Ulloa, Alexis
• John Boer Jr. Memorial
• Stanislaus Voiture 653, 40 et 8 Nursing Fund

Vasquez, Jessica
• Delta Kappa Gamma-Epsilon Nu
• Fechtmeier/Shell Foundation
• Dorothy Dudley Memorial
• Great Expectations

Vega, Yesenia
• William & Dorothy Nichols
• Dorothy Dudley Memorial
• Evelyn Mayman Memorial
• Rebeca Youis Scholarship
• Desire & Eugenia Peron

Velting, Derek
• Angelo Luchessa Memorial

Vietet, Erica
• Olga Luchessa Memorial
• Robert & Mary Lu Lieb-Miller

Villegas, Regina
• Volunteers of Memorial Medical Center
• Kaiser Nursing Endowment
• Service League of Doctors Medical Center
• Omega Nu

Wall, Blake
• Dorothy Dudley Memorial

Watkins, Eric
• Kenya Club Transfer Scholarship

Weaver, Deborah
• Carol Savage Memorial
• Stanislaus County Commission for Women
• Association of Chief Business Officers

Weaver, Roxanne
• Dorothy Tormey Vlach
• Dorothy Dudley Memorial
• Katherine Read-Baker

Welcher, Kayla
• Olga Luchessa Memorial

Westberg, John
• Angelo Luchessa Memorial

Weststyn, Mark
• Charlie Bracco Ag Memorial
• Hal Carlton Dairy
• Vernon Chase Agriculture
• Floyd Leach Memorial Dairy Scholarship

White, Melissa
• Robert & Geraldine Williams
• Barbara Brouwer-Wersing Scholarship

Williams, Brandon
• Hal Carlton Dairy
• Floyd Leach Memorial Dairy Scholarship

Williams, Mikaela
• Olga Luchessa Memorial
• Young Farmers

Williams, Michelle
• Eichoff Nursing

Willis, Jessica
• Volunteers of Memorial Medical Center
• Kaiser Nursing Endowment
• Marsh Memorial for Nursing
• Stanislaus Voiture 653, 40 et 8 Nursing Fund

Wood, Zachery
• Angelo Luchessa Memorial

Ybarra, Erica
• Friends of Child Development

Yee, Wilson
• Sydney Gorrie Memorial for Respiratory Care

Young, Lauren
• Evelyn Mayman Memorial
• Far West Turkey Convention
• Morrissey Farm Animal Welfare
• Olga Luchessa Memorial